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WHAT IS ATHLETIC DEVELOPMENT?

WHY DO WE NEED TO TRAIN FOR ATHLETICISM?

Athletic development is the training of athleticism, which is the foundation on which all physical skill 
development is based.

Athletic development involves the learning of proper techniques for movement skills including balance, 
coordination, flexibility, agility, power, strength, speed and conditioning. All of which form a young 
athlete’s foundation level of athleticism.

As young athletes progress through their chosen sport, specific sporting skills and tactics are usually 
the focus, but building a foundation of general athleticism is often overlooked. 

The physical capabilities of today’s young sportspeople are very 
different from previous generations. In years gone by, a child would 
spend their time outdoors running around, engaging in various activities 
which would naturally develop athleticism. Children now predominantly 
prefer to spend leisure time indoors in less physically active pastimes. 
And even when they are involved in physical activity, it is usually an 
organised session of a particular sport, rather than activities where they 
explore various different movements.  

This has led to a decrease in overall physical capabilities, where general 
athleticism doesn’t get fully developed. As a result, youth sporting injury 
rates have increased year on year, and performance is limited.

ATHLETICISM

SPORT SPECIFIC 
SKILL TRAINING

TACTICAL
TRAINING
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Increased athleticism in all young athletes
Every young athlete has the potential to dramatically increase their levels of athleticism. 
It doesn’t matter what level they start at, there is always a training program which will be 
appropriate for that individual and will help improve their performance. 

Reduced risk of injury 
Any sport will always carry an inherent risk of injury, but those involved in athletic 
development training are less likely to become injured. 

A 2017 study on junior rugby union players from the University of Bath in the UK found 
that over the course of one season, completing 20 minutes of athletic development 
training three times per week reduced total injuries by 72%. The study also recorded a 59% 
reduction in concussions over the same period.

Enhanced levels of body awareness and control, which are acquired through athletic 
development training, enables young athletes to be better able to adapt to the stressful 
and unpredictable situations encountered in sport, which in turn reduces the susceptibility 
to injury.  

Help reach sporting potential
Young people with greater athleticism are more confident in various sporting situations 
and are more able to enjoy a variety of different sports, as well as excelling in their chosen 
sport.

Being able to coordinate the body more efficiently and being stronger in a range of 
positions allows for greater ability to learn and master specific sporting skills. Add to 
that the greater speed, agility and fitness gained from athletic development training, and 
young athletes will feel a massive benefit after just a few weeks of training. 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF ATHLETIC DEVELOPMENT TRAINING?
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HOW DO YOU DO IT?

Our training system categorises movement 
skills into ‘general skills’ and ‘specific skills’. 
Through an athletic development training 
program, each of these should be progressed 
as appropriate for each player according to 
their training history and current levels of 
athleticism.

General skills are the foundation to build 
upon. Although these movements are not 
carried out in a game, they are important to 
master and should be worked on in some 
form at all stages of development. These may 
include:

• Basic body awareness
• Coordination 
• Ability to move the trunk and limbs 

independently of one another
• Balance
• Single leg control and stability
• General whole-body strength 

Specific skills are things that are actually 
done in the game and are great to train 
alongside technical sports skills, examples of 
specific skills include: 

• Acceleration techniques
• Deceleration techniques
• Change of direction & agility
• Reactions 
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Fowkes Fitness & Performance is an athletic development and sports 
performance consultancy, specialising in long-term athletic development 
programs. 

Owner and Head Coach Rob Fowkes has a wealth of experience working 
as a Strength and Conditioning Coach, including professional English 
rugby union clubs Leicester Tigers and Bath Rugby amongst his former 
teams, as well as Sydney Rays and Northern Suburbs in Australia and the 
Russian National Rugby Team. 

These roles have involved extensive work throughout the clubs, from 
junior academy all the way through to senior professional squads. 
Rob’s specialisation is in working with young, developing athletes and 
delivering programs to help them reach their potential and transition to 
the next level. Several athletes Rob has worked with have since become 
professional athletes, and have picked up honours at Super Rugby, 
English Premiership, European Champions Cup and International levels. 

Fowkes Fitness & Performance was founded to bring this elite level of 
training and expertise, usually only reserved for professional athletes, to 
aspirational athletes and anyone looking to maximise performance and 
progress to the next level in their chosen sport. 

You don’t need to be an elite athlete to take advantage of our services, 
you just need to be enthusiastic and motivated to improve your current 
level. Through our partnership with Trytime Rugby, we have already 
delivered our services to hundreds of kids from the age of 6 upwards with 
great results.

INTRODUCTION TO FOWKES FITNESS & PERFORMANCE 

Rob Fowkes
Strength and Conditioning Coach
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OUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

INDIVIDUALS
 
Training programs
We offer athletic development training programs 
for young athletes of all ages and levels. Each 
program is crafted specifically to each individual 
with the aim of progressively developing 
athleticism to help you become the best athlete 
you can be over the long-term.  

You will receive an initial consultation to 
determine your aims and goals for your program 
and to find out about your training history, 
current physical capacity, injury history and the 
equipment you have available. 

Once the program has been designed and 
delivered, you will receive guidance and advice for 
the duration of the program to ensure that you are 
making the most of your training. 

Prices for training programs start from $215 for a 
4-week period.

Individual and small-group sessions
Our on-field individual and small group athletic 
development sessions are designed to develop 
all aspects of athleticism. We cover general and 
specific movement skills, including balance, 
coordination, flexibility, agility, power, speed and 
conditioning. 

All sessions are tailored to challenge the 
individual at a level appropriate to them, and can 
be modified to prioritise a particular aspect of 
athleticism at your request. 

Prices start from $30 per person per hour.

CLUBS AND SPORTING 
ORGANISATIONS

Club Consultancy Service
Any sporting clubs or organisations who wish to 
provide athletic development training can take 
advantage of our Club Consultancy Service. 

Our Club Consultancy Service is designed to 
give coaches the knowledge and skills to deliver 
athletic development sessions across their whole 
club, based on programs supplied by us. 
The service includes the following: 

• A progressive athletic development curriculum to 
incorporate in your sessions

• Coach education workshops so coaches have the 
skills to deliver athletic development training as 
part of their training sessions 

• Home-based athletic development programs for 
your athletes to complete in their own time

Our Club Consultancy Service is a bespoke product 
and exact details will depend of the requirements 
of each club. Please contact us for further 
information and pricing.
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TESTIMONIALS

‘With Rob, we saw exceptional physical development of our 
players so that they were faster, stronger, had greater repeat 
efforts, were more resilient to injury but most of all they were 
much better rugby players because all his content was specialised 
to rugby and their positional requirements. Rob is a professional 
in everything he does and created an environment where our 
players trusted everything he did.’ 

‘Rob has an incredible ability of getting the best out of every 
person he works with. Trytime Rugby deals with players across the 
complete spectrum of ages and ability from under 6’s through to 
professional rugby players and no matter where an athlete fits on 
the spectrum they would benefit from Rob’s experience.

His knowledge and delivery of athletic development is incredible 
and his ability to help players progress in this area is invaluable. 
Since having Rob involved in our programs we have already seen 
a decrease in injuries as well as significant improvements in our 
players capabilities across all forms of athleticism. His trainings 
are enjoyable, educational, progressive and always designed to 
help the athletes he’s working with achieve the objectives they’re 
trying to reach’ 

Simon Cron – Assistant Coach at NSW Waratahs & former Head Coach 
Northern Suburbs, Sydney Rays and Australia U20

Mike Cross – Owner of Trytime Rugby Recruitment

Angus Ryan – Rugby player for Southern Districts and Sydney Rays

“

‘Rob has helped me to not only get stronger in the gym, but also 
begin to understand the balance that is needed in all aspects 
of training; including conditioning, diet and rest. I’ve had the 
pleasure of working with Rob for the last two seasons with the 
Sydney Rays and now on a personal basis. I cannot speak highly 
enough of his professionalism and genuine care in seeing people 
succeed and better themselves in order to achieve their own 
individual goals’



CONTACT

info@fowkesfitness.com
www.fowkesfitness.com.au
fowkesfitness
@fowkesfitness
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0435 710 534


